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Introduction

This JOURNAL presents a visual overview of the technical universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Here, using blueprints, full-color photographs and descriptive text, you, the reader will enjoy a guided tour of the scientific 'reality' presented each week on your television screen. This technical backdrop has been maintained with incredible continuity from one episode to the next.

As was done by many publications in the early to mid-seventies (then dealing with the original Star Trek television series), this JOURNAL will (I hope) present you with a fun, very user-friendly and visually exciting look at this rebirth of the Star Trek universe. It is my intention not to be comprehensive, but to touch upon and give a general look at the new Starship Enterprise, her support technologies and the scientific achievements of Starfleet’s foes and allies.

It is my hope that the JOURNAL you now hold serves as a welcome, pictorial addition to the Star Trek universe and that I have contributed to the technical continuity that has helped the saga of Star Trek, in all of its incarnations, to stand head-and-shoulders above the rest.

—Shane Johnson, November 1991
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AN OVERVIEW:

The United Federation of Planets Today

Starfleet, like its 20th-century naval counterpart, undergoes a continual process of introducing ever-more-incredible technologies into the vessels and instruments that insure the security of Federation space. Much has changed since the first Constitution Class starships pushed the boundaries of known space and brought humanity into direct contact with its interstellar neighbors.

The vastness of space looms prohibitively wide, humbling us as it has since the days of the first Apollo lunar missions. Even today, with the advent of the new, more efficient warp propulsion systems, only 19 percent of our Milky Way galaxy has been charted, let alone explored. More than three-quarters of the stars within reach still hold their distant secrets—and are home to millions of civilizations we will never know in their present states.

Still, much has been done in the past 80 years to widen our knowledge of the universe around us. Many cherished allies have been befriended as we have extended a hand of goodwill. Periods of misunderstanding sometimes threatened our friendship, while methods of communication and understanding were forged. Enemies have been made, despite all efforts to the contrary, as races have been encountered whose only desire is the forceful overtaking of worlds and sectors not their own.

In addition to the space claimed by the United Federation of Planets and its allies, hundreds of thousands of cubic parsecs have been mapped by sensors from a distance and are only now being entered by the vessels of Starfleet. Improved subspace radio systems and relay beacons have expanded communications capabilities far beyond the limitations once accepted as insurmountable.

Perhaps the most monumental change in the complexion of relations between the Federation and its neighbors in space has been the alliance with a longtime enemy, the Klingon Empire. No longer a feared adversary, the Klingons have engaged in an open exchange of technology and have repeatedly proven an honorable desire to forge an even stronger alliance.

The Romulans, however, are another story. Gone for more than 60 years, leaving their side of the Neutral Zone virtually abandoned, this powerful culture has re-emerged with an impressively improved level of technology that easily equals that of the Federation. Encounters with the militant Romulan Empire have dramatically increased in number, many verging on the brink of warfare with Federation and Klingon forces. The Romulans are ever more uncomfortable with the UFP/Klingon alliance, which borders two-fifths of their galactic territory. Beyond Romulan space lie the Borg—a race of humanoid/machine fusions which exists only to absorb those civilizations they encounter. Following a devastating battle loss at Wolf 359—during which Federation forces unsuccessfully attempted to use sheer force to stop a single Borg vessel—the Borg were finally defeated in Earth orbit using data gathered by the U.S.S. Enterprise in its initial encounter with the intruder. It is not known how many Borg vessels, if any, remain in deep space.

Other races, such as the Ferengi and the Cardassians, have become known through encounters with their respective vessels far from their home worlds, which remain virtually unknown to Federation science.
The exploratory capability of today's Starfleet vessels has surpassed the expectations of Federation science, providing answers to questions held for decades. New warp capabilities, undreamed of not so long ago, have not only taken us farther into the stars but have also opened the door for a wide array of spin-off technologies that have vastly improved virtually every facet of Federation life.

Computer memory systems, medical technology, deflector and defense arrays, phaser systems, transporter and fabricator capabilities, and terraforming and colonization techniques have taken great leaps in only the past few decades. Information retrieval is now possible at speeds beyond that of light—gone is the once familiar computer statement "Working..." as databank after databank was searched for information. Near instantaneous responses are now commonplace throughout Starfleet's vast computer network.

The sarium krellide power system, now in use in all Starfleet hand-held equipment and weapons systems, has replaced the dilithium/transtorator technologies of days past. Greater reliability and duration between power charging periods have improved the flexibility and field time of devices so equipped and has often proven to be the difference in the success of colonization and landing expeditions.

The standard Starfleet communicator is no longer the familiar, hand-held flip-open device still in use in some of the more distant reaches of Federation space. A simplified unit, worn as an insignia on the uniform breast and activated by a gentle tapping, now provides personnel with greater communications range and continual transporter lock capability.

The Federation transporter, the mainstay of planetary exploration, has enjoyed many refinements over the past several years and is now able to serve in capacities unknown not long ago. Range has been increased somewhat, as has the system's ability to beam personnel and objects through greater thicknesses of solid matter (such as rock, if transporting to underground colonies). However, perhaps the greatest advancement has been the addition of a proven biofilter system which prevents known unwanted dangerous disease organisms from being inadvertently brought aboard ship following landing party exploration.

The standard Federation tricorder has enjoyed recent refinement into a truly invaluable tool, both for landing party/away team and shipboard use. With more than seven times the internal memory and wider data access than the previous unit, it has become a renaissance device. Detachable mission module peripherals, added to the head of the basic tricorder unit, instantaneously specialize the device into one of several possible computer/sensor arrays. With a simple module addition, the unit can become a geological laboratory, a celestial analysis reader, a medical diagnostic unit programmed for up to 14 humanoid/carbon-based life forms, a meteorological weather center, or any one of several other optional data-gathering devices. A hand-held remote sensor unit, carried in a pouch in the tricorder's forward section, adds even greater flexibility and allows specific sensor analysis to the molecular level.

The Personal Access Display Device (PADDD) serves as a portable computer terminal and is generally used only aboard ship or within Starfleet facilities. Tied into the main shipboard computer system, the PADDD provides immediate access to visual display data and serves as a channel for both storage and retrieval of databank information. Datafeed control is accomplished through combined vocal commands and manual manipulation of a series of touchstrips on the PADDD's upper surface.

Personal phaser technology has led to the development of new units, which function at a higher efficiency rate yet remain cooler during operation. This is due in part to the advanced sarium krellide power sources now commonly used, which generate only 41 percent of the waste heat common to dilithium/transtorator systems.

The new phaser science has led Starfleet away from the combination units of earlier days, wherein a low-powered Phaser I unit snapped into a larger power pack unit creating a high output Phaser III rifle unit. Today, Phasers I, II, and III are wholly self-contained and provide a wide range of defensive and tool-use options.

Sixteen power levels are available to the more powerful Phaser III units, ranging from light neural stun to an explosive disintegration option. Phaser II can be set up to level 16, but with a 33-percent smaller power reserve. Phaser I can be programmed for power levels one through eight, ranging from light neural stun to the vaporization of humanoid life forms of Terran size and mass.

Phaser I is smaller than its earlier silver and black counterpart, the initial design introduced following the original advent of phaser technology. It delivers beam energy intensity roughly equivalent to that once found in the original Phaser II.

Two versions of Phaser II have been utilized in recent years, both being approximately the same size and configuration. The newer of the two holds an edge in power efficiency, although both styles are still in use by Federation colonies and Starfleet vessels.

Phaser III is a long-range rifle with an increased power reserve capacity. It features a flip-up sight for long-distance targeting and has proven useful as a tool for emergency geological excavation.

Ship-mounted phaser systems have also taken a dramatic turn in configuration and capability. No longer are phaser banks limited to paired, rotating beam emitters placed along the fore/aft and port/starboard axes of vessel primary and secondary hulls. In use for the first time on Starfleet's new Galaxy Class vessels are linear phaser array clusters, aligned in emission strips which traverse varied sections of the ship's outer hull. These Type X (Ten) phased array emitter units offer a far more efficient and variable beam weapon defense than previous designs could possibly have provided, and make possible a more rapid adjustment and a much broader range of beam frequency harmonics. These linear phaser clusters, because of their minimal hardpoint requirements and direct sensor ranging, can be placed at almost any point on a starship's hull and allow full-hemisphere firing arc targeting.
Miniskirt "skant" uniform has fallen into disuse and has been taken out of service. When it was worn, however, it was used by both men (in a slightly longer version) and women.
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he culmination of Federation warp vessel technology is represented today in the new line of Galaxy Class ships, built in Mars orbit by the Utopia Planitia Starfleet Yards. Unlike any previous hull design, the Galaxy Class reflects the graceful, sweeping lines made possible only by the most recent innovations in war field configuration dynamics. These massive vessels, larger than any previously constructed, do, however, reflect the classic Starfleet primary hull/secondary hull/twin warp drive nacelle structure first introduced a century ago in the Constitution Class.

Three Galaxy Class vessels have been constructed to date, with others approved and awaiting dock time. The starships Galaxy (the prototype) and Enterprise are still in service, but the third Galaxy Class vessel, Yamato, suffered catastrophic intermix failure and was destroyed following massive computer control breakdown.

Like the Ambassador Class, in which the concept was first made feasible, the Galaxy Class has separable hull sections which can be rejoined by rendezvous and docking. These hulls, referred to as the Saucer Module and the Battle Section, are operationally self-contained with separate power, life-support, weapons and propulsion systems. Only the Battle Section, however, following hull separation, is equipped for warp drive as it houses the vessel’s intermix/nacelle complex.

Both hull sections contain full impulse drive systems, which also furnish power for life-support, gravity and minimal weapons use. The Saucer Module, using aerodynamic deflector manipulation, is planetfall capable but is not designed for liftoff and ascent once a landing has been made.

Located at various points on the vessel’s outer hull are transporter emission/receptor matrices and tractor beam arrays. Transporter signal emission is still line-of-sight in nature, but the complex arrangement of matrix pads on the ship’s surface permits simultaneous beaming of separate persons/objects in different directions and over widely disparate distances.

The vessel’s bridge is designed for maximum efficiency while maintaining a high level of comfort for the ship’s crew. A huge three-dimensional viewing screen dominates the forward bulkhead of the room, overlaying on demand any computer data or navigational graphics required atop images picked up by the ship’s visual sensors. The CONN and OPS stations, from which the ship’s course, speed, and realtime sensor analyses are controlled, are located just forward of the bridge’s command area, from which the vessel’s CO and First Officer direct all command functions.

Behind the Captain’s chair, elevated upon the aft station platform, is the tactical station from which weapons fire and defensive systems are controlled. The aft bulkhead of the room is made up of the main science and engineering stations, which feature pull-out seating and large computer interface displays.

Two standard turbolifts service the port side of the main bridge, one forward and one aft. An emergency direct-route turbolift on the forward starboard wall provides immediate command access to the vessel’s battle bridge, from which Battle Section operations are controlled following hull separation.

A portside access doors the Captain’s ready room, an office from which the CO can carry out his/her secondary duties while maintaining immediacy to the main bridge. As the CO will often spend much of any given duty shift in this room, a desk, computer terminal, couch, food dispenser and private head are provided, as is an aft-facing outer viewport.

A corridor to the starboard aft of the main bridge leads to the main conference lounge. Here, most meetings of the command staff take place. Seven huge viewports provide a spectacular, uninterrupted view of the vessel and space beyond, looking aft.

The Galaxy Class is outfitted with six standard personnel transporters. Four are located on Deck 6 of the Saucer Module, with the remaining
The Romulan War Bird is roughly equivalent to a Starfleet Galaxy class vessel.

Two in the Engineering section on Deck 14. In addition, eight cargo transporters and six emergency personnel transporters are installed in various locations throughout the ship. These facilities operate largely as Federation transporter systems always have, with only slightly greater range than on previous models. Major improvements have taken place, in the areas of signal purity, dense matter penetration capability, and biohazard limitation.

Each personnel transporter room features the familiar, circular transport platform and free-standing control pedestal. To one side, an access corridor wall is dominated by a transporter controller subprocessor, which oversees all transport functions and houses the system’s primary linear optical chip array.

Main Engineering is the domain of the ship’s Chief Engineering Officer, and all vessel propulsion and power distribution systems are controlled from this point. Located on Deck 36, the room’s main feature is the ship’s primary intermix unit/dilithium crystal housing, contained within the massive matter/anti-matter reaction chamber at the facility’s aft end. It is here that the incredible propulsive energies of the vessel are produced and directed, creating the subspace wave bubble through which the ship is able to attain faster than lightspeed.

The Chief Engineer’s office, located to one side of the main intermix area, offers continuous and immediate visual data pertaining to the functioning of all engine and power systems. The free-standing master systems display, located in the center of the main entry corridor, gives engineering personnel an immediate picture of the overall condition of the vessel’s many power feed complexes and can be reconfigured, when necessary, to provide emergency control of the ship’s flight and power distribution networks.

The propulsion system of the Galaxy Class starship employs field configuration techniques derived from decades of research into the properties of those engines built into earlier vessel designs. Even the transwarp matrix system originally designed for the Excelsior Class, first put into service some 80 years ago, has proven valuable, despite its having been abandoned so quickly. Field stress and hull support experiments carried on during initial tests of the transwarp and advanced warp units installed on early Excelsior and Enterprise Class vessels paved the way for the nacelle generator coil design employed by the Galaxy Class. Maximum speed is warp 9.9, but such extreme velocities cannot be maintained for prolonged periods of time, due to the generation of structural stresses beyond the compensation ability of the vessel’s structural integrity fields.

Vessel armament consists of both phaser and photon torpedo firing systems. Twelve linear phaser clusters provide lightspeed beam defense in all X, Y and Z axis firing arcs. Guided photon torpedo projectile weapons may be launched from either of two firing tubes, one forward and one aft, providing a formidable warp speed defense. These same launching tubes may be used to deploy a wide range of specialized sensor probes and marker buoys.

The Galaxy Class Medical Unit is among the finest in Starfleet, rivaling even those found in the most advanced Starbase facilities. Located on Deck 12 in the Saucer Module, the ship’s hospital consists of primary and secondary units located port and starboard of the ship’s central computer complexes. The primary unit houses the Chief Medical Officer’s office and is generally understood by crew personnel to be the area meant by the terms ‘sick bay’ or ‘medical.’

Also located in the primary section is an extensive biomedical laboratory.
with extended computer simulation
capabilities. Virtually any disease
progression or physical cellular pro-
cess can be observed on a theoretical
basis, making patient diagnosis more
accurate and less time-consuming
than in the past. Cryogenic storage
units and full tissue incubation mod-
ules permit actual sample analysis
with sensor resonance imaging, cul-
ture growth observation and genetic
substructure reconfiguration.

Two intensive-care units are lo-
cated here, each equipped with ad-
vanced biobed technology. Like never
before, patient condition can be de-
termined with only a 0.6 percent
margin of error, with speed previ-
ously seen only at Starfleet Medical
Central using the Farrasen Medical
Diagnostic Logic System. A primary
biobed unit, located in the center of
each ICU, utilizes a further overhead
sensor array for the study and diag-
nosis of life forms for which the stan-
dard biobed units have not been pre-
viously programmed.

A secondary corridor accesses ad-
ditional recovery rooms, nurse’s duty
quarters, private examination rooms,
a nursery, and obstetric facilities.

Three shuttlebays provide small
craft with approach and landing ac-
cess to the ship. The main bay rests
atop the Saucer Module, just aft of the
bridge module. Hangar facilities lo-
cated here can accommodate vari-
ously-designed shuttlecraft from
across Federation space with the
specific fuels and supply replenish-
ments they require.

Shuttlebays Two and Three are lo-
cated at the rear of the dorsal struc-
ture of the Battle Section. Shuttlebay
Two, the smallest aboard the ship, is
generally used for vessel outer hull
maintenance using two shuttlepod
spacecraft hangared there. Larger
shuttlecraft generally enter through
the larger spacedoors of Shuttlebays
One or Three.

Shuttle approach and landing facili-
ties are located overlooking the floors
of all three shuttlebays, accessible via
balcony platforms. Retractable tractor
beam units controlled either from the
landing control rooms or from fre-
standing consoles on the shuttlebay
floor, aid in shuttle approach.

Galaxy Class vessels, designed
primarily for extended deep-space
exploration, have been equipped with
a wide variety of diversionary options
for off-duty crew members and their
on-board families. Foremost among
these are four main holographic envi-
ronment simulation facilities, or
holodecks, located on Deck 11 of the
Saucer Module. Additional personal
holographic simulators, much smaller
in size, have been installed on Decks
12 and 33.

Using a combination of three-di-
ensional holographic imagery and
manipulated physicalities, the
holodeck is capable of recreating any
place, time and environment the user
wishes. Real and fictional locations
can be presented with equal ease,
permitting a crew member to act out
the role of any historical personality
or fictitious character in suitable sur-
roundings. Fabricated personalities,
operated as high-tech marionettes via
micro-precise forcebeams, interact
through computer manipulation and
appear to the holodeck user to be ac-
tual persons living within the context
of the programmed holographic envi-
ronment. Holodeck programs can be
saved in the computer’s memory, al-
lowing crew members to re-enter fa-
vorite simulations without the need
for repeated re-programming.

Gymnasiums, gamerooms, the-
aters, target simulation ranges and
concert facilities are also provided for
the use of those aboard ship. For
simple gatherings and off-duty social-
izing, a favorite “watering hole” is the
Ten-Forward lounge. Located at the
name implies at the forward rim of
the Saucer Module’s Deck 10, this
bar/restaurant provides its patrons
with a spectacular row of full-length
viewports which can be enjoyed from
one’s table seat. Synthehol and a
wide variety of other beverages from
across Federation space are readily
available at the bar, as is a selection
of small appetizers and light meals.
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SHUTTLE HANGAR BAYS
CARGO BAYS
CARGO TRANSPORTERS
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THE BORG

Bearing a fleeting societal resemblance only to the Bynars of the Federation, the Borg have risen overnight to become perhaps the greatest single threat not only to the Federation, but to every galactic culture.

Possessing a hive computer mind, the Borg is a race of mechanically-enhanced cybernetic beings that act and think as one. Perhaps millions in number, they exist only to absorb the technologies of those unfortunate civilizations they come into contact with. Emotion and personal considerations mean nothing to the relentless Borg, who will pursue their goals of conquest until they achieve them—or are destroyed trying.

Individual Borg drones begin life as normal humanoid infants, but are quickly “adapted” to their assigned life-long duties by the implantation of bionic components. This addition of technological parts continues until adulthood, when the individual is finally ready to be placed into its assigned place in the whole. Theory suggests that the Borg may have developed a method for accelerating the humanoid growth process, perhaps taking each Borg drone unit from infancy to adulthood in mere months. Their vessels, of a design dictated purely by function with no consideration for aesthetics, are immense cube-shaped structures capable of incredible firepower and speeds greater than can be accounted for by any stretch of conventional Federation scientific imagination.

The Borg appear to be centered in an area of space beyond the far side of the Romulan Empire. An intervention into Starfleet procedures by the “Q” has made the Borg aware of the Federation’s existence long before such an encounter would have occurred naturally, opening the constant threat that further Borg intrusions into Federation space may occur.

The Federation possesses a level of technology irresistibly attractive to the Borg—a technology they must absorb at any cost.

THE ROMULANS

First encountered by Starfleet vessels in a battle that took place almost two centuries ago, the Romulans are an aggressive, cunning, territorial people who wish only to expand their share of space by whatever means is necessary. That first encounter was ended purely by primitive subspace radio treaty, and it was not until decades later, following another confrontational incident, that the physical nature of the Romulan race was made known to Federation science. Shortly thereafter, it was concluded that the Romulan homeworld orbited a star listed in Federation catalogues as Romulus, the larger of the Romulus/Remus stellar pair.

The Romulan Empire has grown through interstellar conquest. Member worlds are ruled with an iron fist, their own governments supplanted by newly-installed Romulan ruling parties. While the Romulans are emotional beings, they are strangely devoid of all compassion for those whom they subjugate.

Facial appearance strongly suggested an ancestral link to the Vulcan race, and further historical and genetic research proved that the Vulcans and Romulans had indeed been one people at a point in Vulcans’ turbulent past. They are a people descended from a rebel Vulcan colony group which broke away from its homeworld ties before the Vulcan race turned away from violence and warfare toward its present racial philosophy of logic and peace. Current Starfleet intelligence indicates that a growing movement within the Romulan society may be planting the seed that will one day result in a Romulan return to the Vulcans’ heritage they share.

The Romulan people pride themselves on their intellect, however warlike, and this fact contributed greatly to the dissolution of their alliance with the Klingons, whom they considered too barbaric to be fully trusted. The Romulans are increasingly uncomfortable with the current Federation/Klingon alliance and wish to see it dissolved, fearing the combined military power of both entities. Several attempts have already been made by Romulan military intelligence to undermine the peaceful co-existence of the two superpowers, but all have proven unsuccessful.

Romulan starship technology now equals that of the Federation, despite a slow start. Sensor scans of the Romulan Neutral Zone have recently shown a dramatic increase in the number of Romulan starship patrols on their side of the Zone, suggesting that they may feel that a Federation invasion is a possibility. Their newest Warbird design is impressive in its size and power and has become the mainstay of their space forces.

Larger than Starfleet’s Galaxy Class and equipped with an improved cloaking system, the Warbird is the single greatest vessel threat to Federation security. While this massive ship employs full disruptors rather than ship-mounted phaser banks, these weapons are equally destructive due to a modification in their resonant frequency amplification process. The vessel is also, of course, equipped with multiple photon torpedo launch units—the photon torpedo was a Romulan innovation.
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THE KLINGONS

Captain Korgan of the Klingon vessel Pagh.

which was dissolved more than five decades ago, led to great scientific advances for both cultures. The Romulans gained several Klingon D-7 battle cruisers, from which they acquired warp-drive technology, in exchange for which they shared secrets of their cloaking systems. One of the most common Klingon spacecraft in use today, the familiar Bird of Prey attack cruiser, is perhaps the most concrete reminder of this past alliance.

Honor and ritual tradition play an important part in Klingon culture. Family heritage sets the pattern for generations to follow, giving Klingon bloodlines great continuity in the establishment of both private and governmental leadership structure. Rites of passage and tests of warrior skill are revered signposts of Klingon maturity, often involving to-the-death combat with primitive blade and blunt weaponry. While their technological level has long since evolved toward more efficient weapon and combat systems, most Klingon 'disagreements' are still settled using the ancient hand-to-hand methods of their ancestors.

For those occasions when long-distance or wide-damage weaponry is more suitable to the task at hand, Klingon science has provided a variety of high-efficiency disruptor units. These devices, generally pistol-like in form, lack the disintegration capability of phasers but produce a higher destructive effect per reserve energy unit used. Larger ship-mounted versions of these disruptors are the primary weapons of the Klingon fleet, but are attuned specifically to be effective against enemy vessel shields and hulls. Also available to Klingon vessels are variants upon the photon torpedo, but these are based not upon Federation science but upon those units acquired during the brief Klingon/Romulan alliance.

Physically, the Imperial Klingon race is as imposing as it is aggressive. Both males and females have a greater muscle mass ratio than do most humanoid forms. They also generally grow taller and reach full adult height at an earlier age than Terran humans. Perhaps the single most striking feature of Klingon anatomy is the ridged forehead crown evident in genetically pure individuals, a characteristic missing in the few Klingon/human genetic fusions still serving in some parts of the Empire. Each cranial structure, much like the human fingerprint, is unique.

Once the Federation's most formidable enemy in space, the Klingon Empire has proven time and again to be a valuable ally. While thinly-spurred bands of militant Klingon zealots still resist the alliance, the central government of the Empire has stood shoulder-to-shoulder with that of the Federation through many interstellar crises and has repeatedly offered aid to Starfleet vessels engaged in potentially hazardous missions.

The Klingon/Romulan alliance,
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